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Premier Engineering Inc. is proud to announce the release of “Drum Tree®” the
latest one shot drum library from our brand PREMIER SOUND FACTORY®.
Drum Tree will launch February 10th 2017. Drum Tree works with Native
Instrument’s free Kontakt Player with no extra software required.
From a sound engineer’s perspective, the completeness and quality put into Drum
Tree means it is much more than a simple 96kHz/24bit, it is a super high res drum
library that meets the standards of any professional.
Behind its cute and colorful design, Drum Tree packs a serious punch and is the
most powerful and hard hitting drum software on the market. The sound provided
is mastered and finished to such a high quality, the user won’t need to worry about
mixing or adjusting anything.
Rather than choosing between drum kits, Drum Tree is divided into genre
categories, which allow you to quickly access the type of sound you want and give
your music some of that “Greatest Hits” flavor. Included are 41 varieties of snare,
25 cymbals, a massive 185-piece variation and all together 8,000 samples (17GB).
For full human expression, Drum Tree is equipped with many features. Some keys
have a wealth of 54 sample layers. All keys have cycle round robin alternating
between right and left hand. Different velocities are intelligently distributed and
expand into a maximum of 8 round robins, thanks to the “Cute Humanizing
Option.” The “Roll Activation Switch” allows you to hold a sextuplet note roll
through use of the piano pedal.
To help you create the next generation of music, Drum Tree comes with freedom
and editing options. You can independently adjust the level, pan, gate, tuning and
lo-cut features of each individual element. It is also possible to swap snares, hi-hats
and indeed any piece, in and out freely. Room ambience and DAW output also
come equipped. Any kit you create is saved as a MIDI file which means you can
bring your personalized kit with you to any other studio where drum tree is
installed.
Sales of Drum Tree will commence on its own dedicated website at a price of
$349.99.
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Further information
Drum Tree official site
http://drumtree.net/
Drum Tree’s press area
http://drumtree.net/press-area/
PREMIER SOUND FACTORY
http://www.premiersoundfactory.com/
PREMIER Engineering Inc.
http://premier-engineering.jp/
Tel: 046-876-9072 Fax: 046-876-9719
5217-1 Akiya Yokosuka Kanagawa, Japan

“Throughout any time period, music has always been a big part of people’s lives. Now is
no different, as the next generation of artists and talent begin to bloom, it is our pleasure
to be able to contribute in our own way with Drum Tree and provide people with the
tools to further their musical creativity. ”

